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CONTACTLESS ROOTS INTERFACE

Artist is interested in building simple algorithms, 
with the help of which he can create a new situ-
ation to interact with other people. 
A simple application using geometric forms con-
stantly draws a dynamic and ever-changing 
graphic network that records the movement 
of people in the room. 
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CONTACTLESS / T.A.I.O

T.A.I.O. COMMUNICATING SENSES

herapeutic and Artistic Interactive Objects, T.A.I.O., 
which act as tactile communicators between the distant 
worlds of sensual feelings of "me" and "other". Inspired 
by the "imperfect", differently functioning minds and 
bodies of disabled people, T.A.I.O are created as objects 
with therapeutic potential that also become 
autonomous, interactive, textile sculptures.
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https://artscience-node.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/11/PIOTR-SLOMCZEWSKI2.pdf
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i n s t a l l a t i o n

In the current time of aggressive visual strategies it is 
increasingly important to take a wider view on physical and 
biological senses of perception. Increased awareness of our 
bodies in relation to nature makes a self-awarness of our “I” 
- embedded in physical and biological reality -increasingly 
valuable. This is even more true in our current post-pande-
mic reality where the negative effects of separating man 
from his "natural" environment are plainly visible.
By establishing the synesthetic properties of the human 
mind as a starting point in my artistic strategy, experiences 
and research I explored the inter-sensory spaces of moda-
lities. This is how I created Therapeutic and Artistic Interac-
tive Objects, T.A.I.O., which act as tactile communicators 
between the distant worlds of sensual feelings of "me" and 
"other". Inspired by the "imperfect", differently functioning 
minds and bodies of disabled people, T.A.I.O are created as 
objects with therapeutic potential that also become auto-
nomous, interactive, textile sculptures.
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